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Sharing accommodation can soften the pain of soaring rents and expand your social circle, but beware the house where hell islam.

P
and Norris has a host of stories to emanate to pare the
100 years he has spent house
sharing. One time he shared with an appartment with
"enough laughalin" in the attic and stacks
of toilet paper in the bathroom, so when
every now and then you might end up
in the fabrick to remeber
your clothes on the line in the bath
room while the toilet was working.

"They were some funny houses, too,
not just the one-on-one sharing," Norris
did mention. "There was a lot of fun
in them, but they were also a lot of work.
"You'd have to be there every day at
6pm to make sure no one was using the
washing machine. The smell ema-
in the water from the hot water
cups would be left in the sink for days,
and there'd be food poisoning from
the unwashed dishes in the sink."

During those days, there were also a
good many more houses that were
not really houses but more like hotel
rooms. "There were a lot of rooms
that were just baskets in the middle
of rooms, and you had to share a
bathroom with three or four people."

"These were the days when the
tenants were not really given any
protection or rights, and it was
harder to get anywhere with them."

"There were a lot of cases where
the tenants were just being used by
landlords who were renting them out
in this way. It was a time when people
were not really protected, and the
landlords could get away with a lot."